GSA Annual Scientific Meeting 2020
Interest Group Collaborative Symposium

The Interest Group Collaborative Symposium provides the opportunity for 2-3 interest groups to collaborate on a symposium that highlights the intersections between their issues. Symposia that address the Annual Meeting theme, *Turning 75: Why Age Matters*, are strongly encouraged.

All submissions must undergo the peer review process. Of these accepted abstracts, two will be featured presentations. All other accepted submissions will be designated as an Interest Group Collaborative Symposium in the GSA Annual Program Book and mobile app.

NOTE: Interest Groups that present a collaborative symposium can still also sponsor a symposium from their interest group.

Criteria
1. Symposium must consist of a collaboration of 2-3 GSA interest groups.
2. Submissions must follow the GSA abstract submission guidelines.
3. The names of the collaborating interest groups must be included in the abstract.
4. Indicate the submission is a collaborative symposium by checking the corresponding box during the submission process.

If you have an idea for a collaborative symposium, contact the conveners of the interest group(s) to discuss. A list of GSA interest groups and conveners can be found [here](#).